Lesson 09 Dreams Do Come True

FTWTF means:
Find The Word That Fits

Across

3. [Monday's lesson] Read Genesis 42. Make a photocopy of a ____ of yourself or draw a picture of yourself. Draw some changes that would make you unrecognizable to your own family.

7. "OK," Mrs. Andrews, the teacher, began, "picture this. It's a hot, hot day. Hot & VERY ____. So dry that the moisture just seems to be sucked right out of your skin."

8. FTWTF - Power Point

11. [Sunday's lesson] Write the word "forgiven" across the top of a piece of ____.

Down

1. "I've got it," Matthew said. " 'So then, don't be afraid. I will provide for you & your ____." And he reassured them & spoke kindly to them.' "

2. "That's true," Mrs. Andrews agreed. "Justice would have been served if Joseph had put his brothers in prison or even ____ them as slaves. But Joseph believed that God was leading in his life."

4. "Joseph certainly had the ____ to do whatever he wanted to them," Trevor said. "After all, they sold him to be a slave. It was like kidnapping."

5. Trevor waved his arm. He waved both his arms in the air. "I know! I know what you're going to say!" he exclaimed. "You're going to say that this story is in the ____ to help us get a better picture of God & how He treats us!"

6. "I think you've stated a really important point," she said. "Joseph forgave his brothers; he gave them food; he gave them a home in Egypt, & he took care of them all during the _____. Joseph's forgiving attitude does make one think of God, doesn't it?"

9. Mrs. Andrews smiled her special _____. The one that covered her face when she was especially pleased with what someone had said.

12. Joseph looks up from the documents he has been sealing. He looks out at the line of people waiting to buy _____. People are coming to Egypt from all over the world, it seems. And the line gets longer every day.

Power Text | Ephesians 4:32
"Be kind & compassionate to one another, forgiving each other, just as in Christ God forgave you."
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